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ABSTRACT 
A gradient procedure for determining the stationary points of a functional subject 
to equality functional constraints i described. It is proved that the procedure con- 
verges in the neighborhood of certain well-behaved stationary points. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [I] we presented a gradient procedure for minimizing functionals subject to 
equality constraints in a pre-Hilbert space. The procedure was proven to converge 
for any initial value in a neighborhood of a "regular" stationary point. In applying 
the method to the computation of the eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator, it was 
discovered that only the largest and smallest eigenvalues give rise to regular stationary 
points. In this paper, we present a modification, which we call the "angular gradient 
procedure," and prove that it converges for a wider class of stationary points. In a 
sequel, we shall show that this class includes all the eigenvectors of a completely 
continuous elf-adjoint operator. The essential difference between the angular gradient 
procedure and the gradient procedure in [1] lies in the formula for hT in (7) below. 
In [1], the vector hr was taken to be in the direction of V J r  (see Section 2 below). 
This has the advantage of avoiding the computation of VO. However, this device 
does not produce convergence for certain stationary points of interest and the angular 
gradient procedure is designed to cope with these other points. 
2. THE ANGULAR GRADIENT PROCEDURE IN PRE-HILBERT SPACES 
We refer to [1] for the basic concepts and definitions. As in [1], we consider a 
pre-Hilbert space H, with real inner product (u, v). ] and ~b~, 1 ~< i ~< p, are real 
functionals defined on a subset of H. The (strong) gradient of J at u E H is denoted 
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by VJ(u) and the weak differential by dJ(u; h) (with increment h e H). The projection 
of VJ(u) on the subspace spanned by {Vr 1 ~< i ~ p} is denoted by VJa(u) and 
V Jr(u) = VJ (u ) -  vJc(u). I f  u*e  H is such that V Jr(u*) - -0  and ~bi(u*) : -0 ,  
then we call u* a stationary point of {J, ~b~}. We shall be concerned with certain 
well-behaved stationary points called quasi-regular, which we define below. (We 
adopt the notation a for the unit vector u/ll u :1, u e H.) 
DEFINITION. A stationary point, u*, of {J, r is quasi-regular if there exists a 
neighborhood, N, of u* such that the following conditions are satisfied for u e N: 
VJ(u) exists as a continuous function of u and VJa(u) 4: 0; (1) 
Vr 1 ~< i ~< p, exists as a continuous function of u; (2) 
The p • p matrix ((Vr V~bj(u))) is nonsingular; (3) 
Let O(u) = arcsin(ll VJr(u)ll/ll VJ(u)[I). For all u e N such that VJr (u ) :/: 0, 
VO(u) exists and 11V0(u)]i s bounded away from 0. For all u e N such that 
V Jr(u) =: 0, the weak differential dO(u; h) exists and dO(u + h; h) --* dO(u; h) 
as h--+ 0. 
For u = u* + Au ~ N, Au ~ 0, define 
ai = ai(u) = arccos(V$i(u), Au), 
fl = f i (u )  = arccos(V0(u), Au). 
There exists a positive constant a 1 such that 
(i) if V Jr(u) :# 0, then 
l~ i~p,  
cos ~ ~ + cos~ fl > al ; 
1 
(ii) if VJr(u) = O, then ~ cos z cq > a l .  
1 
N is called a quasi-regular neighborhood of u*. 
(4) 
(5) 
THEOREM. 
hood of u*. Let 
ho = hdu)  - -  - Y, (~,(u)/[I V~,(u)l[) Vr 
t~=l 
t - -tan O(u) 
I VO(u) if V Jr(u) O, 
h~. = hT(,,) = l -~ 
[0 if V Jr(u) = O, 
h = ha + hr. 
Let u* be a stationary point of{J, ~b,}. Let N be a quasi-regular neighbor- 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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Let 0 < d < 2/p and let {sn) be a sequence with 89 < sn < d, n =0,1 ,2  ..... 
Then there exist positive constants, r and k, with k < l, such that for any u o ~ H in 
the ball [] u -- u* [] < r, the sequence defined by 
u~+ 1 = u~ + snh(un ), n = 0, I, 2,..., (9) 
converges to u* and [[ un -- u* ]] ~ k n ][ u 0 -- u* ][. 
Proof. Since r ---- 0, we have r = ~b,(u) -- ~bi(u* ) = (Vr Au) + "i, 
1 ~< i ~< p, where r ]l --* 0 as Au --+ O. (For convenience, throughout the proof 
any quantity designated by r with appropriate subscripts is such that ~/1] du II ~ 0 
as Au--~ 0.) By the continuity of V~i at u* [Condition (2) of the definition], 
~bi(u ) = (V~b,(u), Au) -~ ~i. Using these relations in (6), we obtain 
ha = -- ~ (Vr Au) V~ba(u) + "a. (10) 
1 
Since u + sh -- u* = Au + sha + shr , we have 
II u + sh -- u* II 2 = II Au IIm + 2s(Au, ha) + 2s(Au, hr)  + s2(ll ha II 2 + II hr I]2). (I1) 
From (10) we get 
(ha,  An) = -- II zln IIm ~ cos' ~, + (~a, Au),  (12) 
1 
where the ai are defined in (5) of the definition. Applying the Schwarz inequality 
to (10) yields 
II ho It" ~< [IAul[2(p ~ cos" ~, + v:o), (13) 
where wG ~ 0 as Au --+ O. Using (7), we find 
tan O - -  tan 0 
(h r  , AU) -- : - -  (VO, Au)  = - - ' l lAut l cos /3 .  
11 vo It II v0  I1 
By the properties of O(u) in Condition (4) of the definition, we have when V Jr(u) ~ 0, 
tan O(u) := tan O(u*) + sec 20(u*)(VO(u), Au) + 
: :  (V0(u), Au) + ~ = ;I Vo ii 9 ii Au i; cos 3 + ~. 
(If V Jr(u) -- 0, then tan O(u) = 0.) Thus 
t--  II zlu [I m (cos 2/~ + w) if V Jr(u) ~ 0, 
(14) ~o if V Jr(u) = 0, 
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where w --~ 0 as Au --* O. Similarly, from (7) we find 
!lh ll=l  ul(tcos/31+w ) if 
if V Jr(u) = O, 
where Wr ~ 0 as Au- - ,  O. Combining (11)-(15), we obtain 
II u J sh - -  u*  I1 ~ ~< Ii Au II m (~(s) + 2sw~ + s~m), 
where w a --* 0 and w 2 --* 0 as Au --* 0 and r = 1 --  2bs + cs ~, 
89 
(15) 
(16) 
b ___ 
cos 2 c~, + cos 2/3 if V Jr(u) :/: 0, 
1 
cos 2 c~, if V Jr(u) = 0; 
1 
p ~ cos 2 ai + cos ~/3 if V Jr(u) :/: 0, 
1 
p ~ cos ~ ~ if V Jr(u) = 0. 
1 
A straightforward computation shows that if ]l Au ]l is sufficiently small, then 
]4,(s)[ % 1 for 0 <.~ s <.~ 2b/c. By Condition (5) of the definition, 2b/c ~ 2/p. I f  
d < 2/p, then [~(s)'. < 1 for ~d < s < d and for II Au II < r sufficiently small, 
there exists a constant k 2 < 1 such that I~(s) + 2sw I ~ s2w2 [ • k ~. The assertions 
of the theorem now follow directly from (16). 
3. REMARKs 
The angular gradient procedure defined by (6)-(9) has been used to determine 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real symmetric matrix. More generally, it can 
be used to determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a completely continuous 
self-adjoint operator. Gradient procedures have been used to calculate the largest 
and smallest eigenvalues [2]. The angular gradient procedure can be used to calculate 
the intermediate values as well. We remark that if the computation of hr in (7) is 
suppressed, then the method can be applied to the problem of determining a solution 
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of the system {~b~(u) = 0}. In this respect it generalizes a method given in [3] for 
f inite-dimensional spaces. 
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